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This discussion paper introduces the concept of the Virtual Artery as a multiscale model for arterial physiology and pathologies at the physics–chemistry–biology (PCB) interface. The cellular level is identified as the mesoscopic level, and we argue that by coupling cell-based models with other relevant models on the macro- and microscale, a versatile model of arterial health and disease can be composed. We review the necessary ingredients, both models of arteries at many different scales, as well as generic methods to compose multiscale models. Next, we discuss how this can be combined into the virtual artery. Finally, we argue that the concept of models at the PCB interface could
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or perhaps should become a powerful paradigm, not only as in our case for studying physiology, but also for many other systems that have such PCB interfaces.

This article is part of the themed issue ‘Multiscale modelling at the physics–chemistry–biology interface’.

1. Introduction

Professor J. P. Boon defined the physics–chemistry–biology (PCB) interface as ‘PCB Interface = mesoscopic domain connecting micro and macro scales’ (J. P. Boon 2016, private communication, Solvay Workshop on Bridging Gaps at the PCB Interface). We would like to add to this definition that the PCB interface is also about connecting some B (biology) at one spatio-temporal scale with some P (physics) and/or C (chemistry) at the same or other spatio-temporal scales. As we will argue in this discussion paper, the notion of coupling B at the mesoscale with P and/or C at other scales is very important when aiming to model (human) physiology. The paradigm we propose is to pick the single cell at the mesoscale as the starting point for multiscale models of physiology [1], and then in a ‘middle-out-fashion’ [2] couple relevant processes on the larger tissue/organ scales or smaller intra-cell/molecular scales [3].

The Virtual Artery is a multiscale model at the PCB interface. The mesoscopic level represents relevant single-cell processes both in the arterial wall (endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells (SMCs)) and in the flowing blood (red blood cells (RBC), platelets, white blood cells (WBC)). The virtual artery relies on our generic multiscale modelling and simulation framework (MMSF) [4] applied to biomedicine [3,5], also including a multiscale computing environment [6–8]. In this discussion paper, we first provide a compact review of modelling and simulation of arterial physiology and pathologies, only referring to review papers covering major topics. The original research and papers are discussed in those reviews. We will also shortly review the MMSF and finally discuss how all these components can be synthesized into the virtual artery.

2. Modelling arterial physiology and pathologies

‘You are as young as your arteries’ (J. Gunn 2010, private communication, Sheffield, UK), a very true quote indeed, indicating that, as the most prevalent cause of death is due to cardiovascular disease [9], for many of us the health condition of our vascular tree is an important determinant of our expectancy for a healthy and active life. The arterial tree is a very complex branching structure equipped with an equally complex pump, the heart, circulating an equally complex fluid, the blood, transporting oxygen, nutrients and wastes to and from all tissues in the body [10,11]. Blood flow in arteries is pulsatile and under normal conditions laminar (except in the ascending aorta) with complex secondary flows in branches and curves [12,13]. Arteries are living organs and are capable in many ways of adapting to changing physiological conditions in order to meet changing demands in, for example, oxygen [10,11,14].

Blood flow exerts a wall shear stress (WSS) on the monolayer of endothelial cells lining the inside of the arterial wall. These endothelial cells can sense the WSS and use that signal for a wide repertoire of biochemical responses [13]. Also the SMCs in the tunica media are capable of sensing and reacting to pressure changes of blood through interstitial flow [13]. The pulsatile nature of blood flow, in combination with the tortuous and branching structure of the arterial tree can create local haemodynamic environments with low oscillatory WSS changing direction during every cardiac cycle. These sites, such as the carotid bifurcation, tend to develop atherosclerotic lesions [13,14]. Note that atherosclerosis at the carotid bifurcation is the main cause of stroke [14]. More generally, as Tarbell et al. [13] write: ‘Atherosclerosis is a disease of the arterial wall and thrombotic events caused by it are by far the most common cause of death in the world’. An atherosclerotic lesion can develop into a restriction in the blood vessel, a stenosis, which has many effects on the local flow dynamics [15]. This may lead to destabilization and possible
rupture of plaques [16]. High shear stresses at a stenosis can also trigger platelet activation and thrombosis, which can then lead to an embolism that can totally block upstream arteries, such as coronary arteries (leading to a heart attack) or arteries in the brain (leading to stroke) [14]. The interplay between the mechanical forces due to flowing blood and the biological response on the molecular level (pathways, gene expression, etc.) receives a lot of attention. For instance, the process of mechanotransduction, its influence on gene expression and subsequent implications for arterial responses, albeit still far from understood, are now being unravelled in much detail [13]. Another major vascular disorder are aneurysms, which mainly appear in the abdominal and thoracic aorta and the vessels in the brain along the circle of Willis [17,18]. Again, an intricate interplay between pulsating blood pressure and shear stresses exerted on the wall and biological processes in the arterial wall lead to degenerative changes and finally to permanent dilations that we call aneurysms. When left untreated they have a probability of rupturing, leading to acute life-threatening bleeding in the brain or abdomen [14,17–19].

Because of its essential role in maintaining a healthy vessel and in the development of diseases, haemodynamics has, therefore, become a major field of study. Because in vivo measurement of blood flow remains a non-trivial procedure, even in state-of-the-art medical imaging devices, computational haemodynamics has been and remains a very important tool to study and understand haemodynamics [13,18,20–22]. Many arterial systems have been studied in detail, e.g. flow in coronary arteries [23,24], as well as blood flow in stenosed arteries [15], aneurysms [17–19] or other abnormal situations [25]. Similarly, the effects of treatment of arterial disease on blood flows are studied in much detail, e.g. after stenting abdominal aortic aneurysms [26], or after stenting of stenosed coronary arteries [27]. With this knowledge, it should be possible to optimize treatments and indeed some very good examples have appeared in the recent literature [28].

Next, we consider blood itself, which of course is not a continuous fluid. It is a suspension of RBC, platelets and WBC in plasma, which itself is a protein rich fluid [10,11]. Besides being the transporter for oxygen and nutrients, it also carries all major components for haemostasis and thrombosis (the platelets and proteins in the plasma), and for the immune response (the WBCs, and many factors in the plasma). We will not further discuss the immune system, admittedly one of the most complex systems invented by nature. We merely note that in principle transport of WBCs and inflammatory and immune responses can also be taken into account in the virtual artery as proposed below.

There have been many studies on the biomechanics of single RBCs and how they behave in flows. This has led to a powerful set of models capable of simulating the behaviour of single RBCs as well as suspensions of many RBCs in vessels [29]. One important function of blood falling into the range of these studies is the haemostatic response, where a delicate balance exists between halting of bleeding by forming haemostatic thrombi, while at the same time avoiding vascular occlusion [30]. Many details are still unknown [31], with open questions ranging from, for example, the physics of blood rheology and cell margination to the effect of local flow conditions on the expression and interaction of membrane and plasma proteins in haemostasis, and there is a clear role for in silico modelling to support this type of research [32–34]. There are many papers in the literature proposing to model haemostasis and thrombosis at many different scales, using quite a broad range of methodologies [35].

### 3. The multiscale modelling and simulation framework

In earlier projects, we have developed the so-called MMSF for designing, implementing and executing multiscale applications [3,4,7,36–41]. This framework has been successfully tested on applications from several fields of science and technology (e.g. fusion, computational biology, biomedicine, nanomaterial science, rheology of complex fluids and hydrology). The MMSF offers many benefits: a clear methodology, software and algorithm reuse, the possibility to couple new and legacy codes, heterogeneous distributed computing and access to unprecedented computing resources [4].
The MMSF views a multiscale model as a set of coupled single-scale models, where the couplings (the scale-bridging methods) can be as simple as interpolations or amount to complete models by themselves. A multiscale model is quantitatively expressed as a set of single-scale models on a scale separation map (SSM), with directional edges between single-scale models to represent scale bridging. This leads to a classification of the multiscale model, to computing paradigms and to execution profiles [4,36]. The main distinction between multiscale models is loosely coupled (acyclic) versus tightly coupled (cyclic) [4,36]. In loosely coupled multiscale models, feedback between single-scale models is absent. Tightly coupled models, on the other hand, contain feedback loops. A microscale model could feed for instance information to a macroscale model, which uses this microscopic information to take one time step on that macroscale, and then a further microscale simulation is performed, feeding the next time step on the macroscale, etc. We have formally captured such tightly coupled multiscale models in terms of a generic submodel execution loop, and couplings between a small number of generic operators [36], leading to only four coupling templates. The multiscale modelling language (MML) translates all these concepts into a graphical (gMML) and machine-readable (xMML) specification of the multiscale model. These representations contain in principle sufficient information for the execution of the multiscale model in any type of computing environment. Moreover, the xMML description also represents a qualitative description of the multiscale model, and can be used to share a multiscale model with collaborators, or as a scaffold to create more detailed models when needed. For more details and a theoretical underpinning, we refer the reader to Borgdorff et al. [36]. A final important ingredient is the implementation of the single-scale models representing all relevant processes, as well as the scale-bridging methods to glue them together. Many models of that kind are available in the context of arterial health and disease, as discussed in the previous section.

The MMSF, therefore, is a methodological and practical way to model, characterize and simulate multiscale phenomena. MMSF currently comprises a four-stage pipeline, going from developing a multiscale model to executing a multiscale simulation (figure 1). We describe MMSF in detail in [4,36]. We are currently developing the MMSF in two directions, first with high-performance computing (HPC) capabilities and with sensitivity analysis and uncertainty quantification. There is a strong need to find generic ways to execute multiscale simulations on current petascale and emerging exascale computing systems. We call this high-performance
multiscale computing. The ComPat project (www.compat-project.eu) will significantly contribute to this need by developing new technologies based on its vision of multiscale computing patterns.

4. Towards the virtual artery

The premise of the virtual artery is to start with models of individual cells and their interactions. For instance, the mechanical behaviour of single RBC and platelets was modelled using a boundary element method and coupled with flow of plasma using the immersed boundary method [42,43]. This was then used to study the transport of platelets in aneurysms [44] as well as the shear-induced diffusion of RBC [45]. So far, these models are purely P (physics) models. Currently, we are adding biology and chemistry to capture processes in relation to thrombosis. Platelets are then equipped with models of receptors, platelets can be activated and then bind to each other or to the arterial wall. Another example is our model of the arterial wall, more specifically the tunica media in coronary arteries, in relation to modelling in-stent restenosis (ISR) [46,47], which is an unwanted growth of tissue in a coronary artery after treatment of a stenosis with balloon angioplasty and stenting. The SMCs are the main culprit in this response, because their migration and proliferation lead to neo-intima formation [47,48]. The individual SMCs are modelled as agents which mechanically interact with each other via repulsive and attractive forces, while at the same time each cell goes through a cell cycle containing switches taking the cell’s mechanical and biochemical situation into account, eventually leading to either apoptosis or proliferation [46]. This model of the tunica media is embedded in an overall multiscale model for ISR [47] which has been applied to the study of many aspects of this pathology [47–51]. Another important cell type in this response is the endothelial cell. Details of re-endothelialization of the damaged vessel wall are key to understanding the dynamics of the restenosis response, as was demonstrated by taking endothelial cells explicitly into account in the multiscale model, and subsequently formulating and testing a number of hypotheses for the dynamics of ISR [49,51].

The next step is to couple the cell-level processes to other relevant processes, typically operating on other spatio-temporal scales. For instance, the agent-based model for the tunica media in the ISR example discussed above could be coupled to a continuum mechanics model to capture the behaviour of the adventia. Or, as is already done in the ISR model, a continuous blood flow model is used to compute local WSSs on the endothelial cells, which use this signal in a model of NO production that regulates the proliferation of the SMCs [49]. Such models, in turn, can then be coupled again to other processes.

We believe that many of the bits-and-pieces (the single-scale models that capture relevant processes on a range of spatio-temporal scales, from the organism level down to the intra-cellular level) are available or will become available in the near future, allowing us to create the virtual artery, a multiscale model for healthy and pathological arteries. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the components such as we believe they will appear in the model. The virtual artery will be driven by one-dimensional whole-body models [52], providing boundary conditions to image-based three-dimensional models of blood flow. These are in turn coupled to cell-based models, such as in [29,43]. More detailed models can be added when needed. Over the years, we have developed many components which, once integrated, together form the virtual artery: whole-body models [53], three-dimensional haemodynamics, based on the lattice Boltzmann method [54,55], cellular Potts models for the arterial wall [56], agent-based models of the tunica media [46] (see also [57]), cell-based models for blood [42–45] and cell-based models for platelet aggregation and thrombosis [58]. In the literature, many more models are described as discussed in the previous sections. We have also demonstrated that complex arterial pathologies can be modelled and simulated using the MMSF. We believe this is a clear demonstration of the potential of the approach, a strong motivation for further effort in the development of a complete virtual artery framework, and an illustration of future potential use in detailed studies of arterial pathologies.

Following the virtual physiological human (VPH) vision, the virtual artery is not ‘the supermodel’, it is a way to share observations, to derive predictive hypotheses and to integrate
Figure 2. Towards the Virtual Artery. A combination of models on several scales that make up the virtual artery, ranging from whole-body one-dimensional models, via three-dimensional fully resolved haemodynamics, to cell-based models of blood and the arterial wall and intra-cellular processes.

them into a constantly improving understanding of human physiology and pathology and to apply this in real clinical settings [59].

An important ingredient is the PCB interface. While at the mechanical level we can forgo the cellular nature of the arteries (blood included), at the PCB interface we cannot ignore the cellular composition of the arterial elements and the cross-regulatory role that these models have with each other. In the example of thrombosis, the endothelium plays a crucial role in the release of NO, which is also dependent on the shear stress the walls are experiencing. We already have several arterial-related models; coupling them will not only potentially yield more accurate results, but also a better understanding of the underlying phenomena and the improvement of the single-scale models.

The virtual artery will be a set of MMSF definitions (processes, scale bridging) specified in an xMML file and graphically available as a SSM or as a gMML rendering, not necessarily with actual implementations of all single-scale submodels and scale-bridging methods. An example of such SSM for a very detailed description of ISR is available in [47] and more examples are discussed in [3]. The MMSF virtual artery skeleton should be publically available, such that in a community-wide effort, researchers use and contribute to the virtual artery. Note that the CellML initiative has achieved such status [60] and the CellML philosophy and approach will be a guiding principle for the virtual artery. Next, single-scale models can actually be plugged into (parts) of the virtual artery, thus building specific models for specific phenomena to be studied. The single-scale models could also be in the public domain, as part of the virtual artery, but alternatively could also be proprietary codes. Other researchers could use their own submodel implementations and validate the coupling and the choice of the relevant processes independently (also depending on what problem they want to study). The addition of increasing numbers of implementations of single-scale models, but also execution environments, and sufficient data for validation and parameter tuning, renders the virtual artery into a community-driven model allowing the study of many aspects of healthy and pathological arteries.

5. Discussion

This paper discusses our vision for creating the virtual artery, a collection of MMSF specifications, single-scale models and scale-bridging methods that when taken together allow multiscale
simulation of arterial health and pathologies at the PCB interface. In the spirit of the VPH, it will become a model structure, expressed in MML, and it will have a whole series of single-scale models and scale-bridging methods to glue them together. Our approach will be, in a community-wide effort, to build up the virtual artery from specific systems that we study, and at the same time to create the virtual artery SSM. In time, the virtual artery will provide an open infrastructure, allowing for an organized community effort. We expect that the virtual artery can have strong added value and impact, not only in cardiovascular research, but also in supporting treatment, and for health and well-being in general.

As one of us discussed in an earlier position paper [61], multiscale modelling and simulation remains to be a challenging activity with many open questions, both conceptually and in practice. Core issues relate to scale-bridging methods for the virtual artery, and how they, in turn, will impact validation, error propagation, verification and consistency of the simulations. Some relevant scale-bridging methods are well understood, e.g. coupling three-dimensional to one-dimensional/zero-dimensional haemodynamics models [62]. Others are not that well developed or do not exist yet, e.g. coupling cell-based blood flow models to three-dimensional continuous fluid models, or coupling cell-based models of the arterial wall to continuous solid mechanical models. More fundamental questions could also be asked. Can we find underlying theories that allow generic PCB scale-bridging methods between cell-based models and other, usually continuous models? Would the paradigm of the PCB interface allow us to take the underlying physics, chemistry and biology into account in some formal way, maybe formulating minimal sets of conservation laws that could exist at the PCB interface? In other words, can we find generic scale-bridging methods at the PCB interface?

Validation of multiscale models, and error propagation, verification and consistency of multiscale simulations are largely unexplored areas [61]. Moreover, sensitivity analysis and uncertainty quantification, which in themselves are quite mature fields [63,64], have hardly been applied to multiscale modelling. Yet, as with many models at the PCB interface, the virtual artery will be composed of a combination of physical, chemical and biological models. One may state that usually physical and chemical models have a known range of validity, and that uncertainty in those models is known. For biological models, that is already a much harder statement. By coupling single-scale models together additional uncertainty will be introduced, both directly through coupling parameters and indirectly through the enormous increase in complexity in which any small submodel uncertainty or spurious numerical artefact might build up to significant deviations on the scale of the coupled system. Physiological processes will usually have quite a large number of parameters. Most of these parameters are not known accurately, due to, for example, biological variability, or because they were measured in animals but not in humans, etc. Therefore, the sensitivity to each of these parameters should be well understood, and given their sensitivity and accuracy, a thorough uncertainty quantification should then result in reliable error bars on the simulations results. Certainly, when the virtual artery would be used in predictive scenarios, e.g. in in silico clinical trials or decision support systems, such uncertainty quantification should be a standard procedure. At the moment, no widely accepted theory on uncertainty propagation in multiscale models at the PCB interface exists. For the virtual artery to be of any predictive power, its development needs to go hand in hand with such efforts.

Finally, while some of the models can be computationally rather cheap, cell-based models usually are quite computationally intensive. That means, in practice, virtual artery simulations will most likely require high-end computing capabilities and in some cases even a heterogeneous HPC environment, depending on requirements of single-scale models. As an example for typical computational demand of a submodel, we know that cell-based blood flow simulations need computing power of the order of petaflop(s) and beyond (e.g. [43]). We have demonstrated before how typical multiscale models of human physiology can rely on advanced multiscale computing paradigms to achieve optimal computational efficiency [6,8], and we are currently extending the MMSF with capabilities for high-performance multiscale computing (in the ComPat project, see www.compat-project.eu). Moreover, virtual artery simulations will typically require not one
single run, but extended parameter range studies (e.g. for population studies in an in silico clinical trial scenario or for uncertainty quantification), adding to their expected high computational costs. Our vision is to embed the virtual artery into a computational structure (embodied by the MMSF) that should in principle facilitate multiscale computing at high-end machines, thus taking away the burden of orchestrating such non-trivial computing jobs from the scientists who develop virtual artery models and apply them to study vascular (patho)physiology. Great progress has been achieved towards this goal; still, the level of proved maturity of such computational environments needed for clinical application will demand further great development effort.

The virtual artery, like many if not most multiscale models of physiology, fits the concept of models at the PCB interface. We believe that this concept, as introduced and discussed during the Solvay workshop ‘Bridging the gaps at the PCB interface’ and laid down in many of the papers in this theme issue of Philosophical Transactions A, can become a very powerful paradigm. And not only a paradigm where the gaps between P, B and C are bridged, but also a paradigm where a broad range of multidisciplinary scientists meet, interact and make progress. It is at the interface between the sciences where much exiting research is possible, and models at the PCB interface hold this promise. Seen in that light, the virtual artery is just an example of the tremendous opportunities offered by the paradigm of models at the PCB interface.
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